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Total recordable cases (TRCs) - injuries

Note: Total recordable cases is the sum of fatalities, major injuries, LTIs (lost time injuries), ADIs (alternative duties injuries) and MTIs (medical treatment injuries)
International benchmarking - Injury rates

Injury rates - selected country comparison
IRF member countries with comparable regimes to Australia
International benchmarking—Hydrocarbon gas releases
Dangerous occurrences and environmental incidents

Dangerous occurrences and environmental incidents

Dangerous occurrences rate per million hours

Reportable environmental rate per 100 activities

- Dangerous occurrences
- Reportable environmental incidents
Dangerous occurrences – ERP implementation, SCE damage, other

Dangerous occurrences - ERP implementation, SCE damage, other

Rate per million hours

- Other kind needing immediate investigation
- Damage to safety-critical equipment
- Unplanned event - implement ERP
Any questions?